
 
 

 

JD TIPPIT: an alternative solution by Greg R Parker 
 

 

Tippit: brief background up to 1952 

JD left school in the 8th grade – hardly unusual in rural Texas during pre-war years. He likely did farm 
work up to joining the army where he became part of the 17th Airborne Division which took part in 
Operation Varsity toward the end of WWII. Varsity involved 16, 000 paratroopers from England, the US 
and Canada and is the largest airborne operation in history. It had the aim of eventually entering 
northern Germany after securing a foothold in the west via the paratroopers. For the 17th Airborne, this 
meant capturing and holding the village of Diersfordt - no picnic by any stretch, with the pressure 
increased through an error which saw them dropped at the wrong site. Despite the error, the operation 
succeeded, though suffering 2,000 casualties in the process. 

On return, JD spent 2 years in Veteran’s School taking auto mechanics and general shop duties after 
which he was in a succession of mundane jobs before renting a farm during 1951 and 1952. His first year 
went well, but a long dry spell during the second year caused him to lose heart. 

Joining Dallas Police 

That is when he decided to join the police force. 

At the time, he had been married for around 4 years to his sweetheart and former neighbor, Marie 
Gasway and had one son, Charles. He would have two more kids, Brenda and Curtis, before his death. 

It is evident from the background reports and psychological tests that JD would be declared unfit to 
serve in any modern police force due in large part to the psychological scars of combat. Above and 
beyond that, he was poorly educated, and had a very limited intellect. 

His father-in-law, Walter Gasway stated, 

JD is a good worker, honest, dependable and capable. I have known the boy for ten years and 
have found him a very likeable boy. JD has a good record in the army. He was a paratrooper in 
the 82nd Airborne Division [sic] and made numerous jumps in Europe. JD is a little nervous still 
and is startled by any loud, unusual noise. JD and Marie have been married for four years and 
they get along very well together. They have the usual family arguments, but nothing serious. JD 
has a good sense of humor and likes to be friendly to people. He has a bit of a temper but never 
lets it get out of hand. I have seen JD drink some but it was before he was married. He doesn't 
drink at all now. 

But the results of his Rorschach Test are far more troubling and are summarized below: 

His range of interests and achievements is quite limited 

He takes little note of any rare and unusual stimuli in his environment. 

His mental functioning is highly stereotyped 

He proceeds occasionally with alogical reactions 

His grip on reality is below the average 

Errors in judgment may be expected 



On two occasions he resorted to ͞edging͟ while handling the cards. This is a very unhealthy sign 

͞Edging͟ is a term used in psychology where the subject turns the card to view it from almost the 
horizontal. Clinically, it is rare and according to Symbolic Analysis Cross-culturally: The Rorschach Test, 
Rorschach's Test: A variety of personality pictures and other reference books consulted, is found almost 
solely among psychotics, obsessive neurotics and schizophrenics. 

As the psychologist noted in Tippit’s file - a very unhealthy sign, indeed. 

Police career 

JD’s career lasted 11 years without a single promotion, or even a lateral move. 

By way of comparison, 

John Adamcik as at April 1964 when he appeared for the Warren Commission was 26 years old, 
had been in the police force for about 6 years and was a Homicide Detective. 

Don Archer 10 years in was a Detective in the Auto Theft Bureau. 

WE Barnes was a Sergeant with a 16 year career behind him. 

Buford Beaty, 15 years in and a Detective in the Narcotics Bureau. 

Elmer Boyd, 11 years in and a Detective in the Homicide and Robbery Bureau. 

Bob Carroll, 10 years in and a detective in the Special Services Bureau. 

Bernard Clardy, 13 years in and a detective in the Auto Theft Bureau. 

Richard Clark, 11 years in and a Vice Squad detective. 

Wilbur Cutcshaw, 9 years in and a detective in the CID of the Juvenile Division. 

August Eberhardt, 8 years in, assigned to Burglary and Theft. 

James Leavelle, 14 years in and a detective in the Homicide Squad. 

Roy Lowery, 9 years in and a detective in the CID of the Juvenile Division. 

Billy Joe Maxie, 9 years in and a Field Sergeant. 

Louis Miller, 8 years in and a detective in the CID of the Juvenile Division. 

Henry Moore, 14 years in and a detective (and like Tippit, Moore had been a paratrooper during 
WWII) 

Bud Owens, 22 years in and an Acting Lieutenant. 

James Putnam, 10 years in and a sergeant. 

Richard Sims, 14 years in and a Homicide Detective. 

Roy Standifer, 19 years in and a detective. 

Robert Studebaker, 9 years in and a detective in the Crime Scene Services Section. 

FM Turner, 13 years in and a detective. 

James Watson, 15 years in and a detective. 

JC White, 8 years in and an Accident Investigator. 



There were other officers who gave testimony who were patrolmen, but most of those had less time in 
than Tippit. 

The three officers regarded as heroes that weekend all had poor prospects, even before their roles in 
the events of November 22, 1963. Apart from Tippit there was Marrion Baker, who at the time he gave 
his testimony, had 10 years in and was still a patrolman, and Nick McDonald had 8 years in and was still 
a patrolman. All three also had less than average regard among their fellow officers. Baker for example, 
was recalled by former motorcycle sergeant, Stavis Ellis, as not very bright, McDonald was remembered 
as a braggart and exaggerator, while reporter Kent Biffle recalled that when other officers were told 
Tippit was killed, they were at first shocked and saddened… until it was learned it was JD and not the 
other Tippit on the force. The news that it was JD brought only a sense of relief. 

To add one more to the list, a former patrol partner of JD ended up becoming Chief of Police – Donald 
Arthur Byrd. 

Tippit’s personnel file shows he was reprimanded a number of times for failure to call in and failure to 
attend for court duty. These reprimands were punctuated with an occasional commendation. The file 
also shows injuries sustained while on duty were a dog bite, a laceration to the head and, on another 
occasion, he was stabbed with an icepick in the abdomen and right knee, with a part of the pick 
remaining embedded in the knee and requiring surgery. 

In 1956 he also received a ͞superior award͟, and it was what this award was for that may lead to a 
resolution of his murder 7 years later. 

Leonard Garland 

On September 2, 1956 Tippit and his partner, Dale Hankins received a call to deal with a drunken patron 
causing a disturbance at Club 80. The bar patron was Leonard Garland, and according to the official 
story, when they tried to take him into custody, he pulled a pistol and attempted to shoot Tippit in the 
head, but the weapon failed to fire (a similar story was related regarded Oswald’s arrest). Tippit and 
Hankins, then drew their service revolvers and shot and killed Garland. As it turned out, Garland was 
said to be wanted by the FBI in California for the transportation of stolen cars. An internal FBI memo 
from Rosen to Belmont on Tippit’s police service however, states that ͞Bufile 26-221633 does not 
completely substantiate the above observation [insofar as Garland was not wanted interstate by the FBI 
until after the date of his death. That case was closed on learning of his death]͟. Garland was employed 
at the time of his encounter with Tippit and Hankins, by a Dodge-Plymouth dealer named Morris 
Robinson. The dealership was on Lemmon Ave near Inwood Rd. 

This dealership had previously belonged to the Nichols Bros, who owned the parking garage next door to 
Ruby’s – as well as the building that housed The Carousel. The brothers were on friendly terms with 
Ruby. In fact, one of the brothers, Houston H Nichols, had insisted that the premises continue to be 
leased to Ruby, against the recommendations of the realtor due to Ruby being 6 months in arrears. 

The question is, was Garland connected with criminal gangs in Oak Cliff? The transportation of stolen 
cars does suggest that possibility. 

WO Bankston, Bill Decker and Will Fritz 

WO Bankston had gotten his start in Dallas in 1932 thanks to Bill Decker. According to legend, Decker 
had arrested a newly arrived Bankston on vagrancy charges and had immediately taken him under his 
wing, getting him a night job at a local Ford plant and another as an ambulance driver. Somewhere 
along the way, Bankston ended up the owner of an Oldsmobile dealership, and a very wealthy and 
powerful man, indeed. 



Bankston’s name first comes to light in the records via the transcripts of taped 1946 meetings about the 
Chicago Mob moving into Dallas. The meeting was set up by Sheriff Steve Guthrie who brought the 
Texas Rangers is to record it. To quote from those transcripts: 

Steve Guthrie (Dallas Sheriff, succeeded by Decker at the next election): By the way, how about 
this Bankston? Are you tied in with him in any way? Do you know Bankston? No tie-up? 

Paul Roland Jones (representing the Chicago Mob): No, none whatsoever. Well, the guy has 
ambition of being an amateur detective, Bankston. A very close friend of Fritz. He runs around 
with Fritz a lot. He’s a very wealthy fellow. He has an uncle by the name of Hall, and Bankston’s 
brother is Bankston in Bankston-Hall Motor Company, and he drives a big station wagon that 
says, ͞Bank on Bankston ͟on the side of it, and wears cowboy boots and hats. 

Steve Guthrie: Well, the reason I asked is that he’s in some kind of business that he makes lots of 
money, besides this automobile business. 

Paul Roland Jones: He’s an errand boy for local fences. 

Steve Guthrie: In other words, he’s a local boy. 

Paul Roland Jones: Yeah, he’s a local boy. 

Steve Guthrie: Well, I just wondered about that. I didn’t know whether he was tied in with you. 
He’s tied in with somebody and I knew it, because he can’t make all that money in this 
automobile business. I know he tells them all that, but he’s making money somewhere else. He’s 
giving too much of it away. 

The brothers mentioned in this exchange are without doubt, WO (William Orvall) Bankston and James 
͞Red͟ Bankston. WO was the partner of Hall and had the dealership in Dallas. Red had a dealership in 
Garland. 

It is of no small interest that it was WO Bankston who financed and managed Decker’s successful run at 
the Sheriff’s Office, taking it from Steve Guthrie in 1949. Guthrie was just plain bad for business. 

In 1947, Hall was rendered drunk by a couple of Dallas detectives and taken to a dice game in Fort 
Worth where he proceeded to lose $60,000. Sober the next day, he refused to pay, but eventually 
settled the debt for $10,000. On another occasion, the same detectives took him to a poker game in 
Dallas where he lost $3,400. This time Hall told WO who in turn, complained to Will Fritz. Fritz 
attempted to discuss the matter with the two detectives who advised Fritz to ͞leave their business 
alone.͟ 

In 1958, Hall hired a former police officer from Garland to kill Bankston for $20,000. The former cop 
then sub-contracted the hit to a Dallas hoodlum named Charley Davis Boyd, but Boyd double-crossed 
them by warning Bankston. Meanwhile, the two detectives involved with Hall in gambling, Gaddy and 
Smart, remained on the force – Gaddy as liaison officer to the DA’s office and Smart as a lieutenant in 
the Auto Theft Squad. Fritz never reported either man to his own superiors. It came down to one fact: 
everyone had ͞business͟ to protect. 

In August 1958 and recovering from throat surgery, HL Hunt was forced to speak out when his name 
came up in a gambling probe in Indiana, telling the press "I'm no more guilty than you are. I don't feel I 
should be featured in that probe. I am not a defendant and stories I have seen sound as if I was. I think 
this whole thing is silly." The probe concerned a defunct Terre Haute gambling syndicate and Hunt had 
only been excused from appearing due to illness. One person who did appear was James Red Bankston. 



͞Red͟ allegedly died of a self-inflicted gunshot wound to the chest on May 15, 1964. There was no 
autopsy and the ͞self-inflicted͟ declaration had been made by Justice of the Peace, Theron Ward. 
James’ widow was Dolores Bankston. Her name was found on Ruby’s memo pad. One of the pallbearers 
at his funeral was Bill Decker. 

It is unknown if Leonard Garland or the Nichol brothers had any connections to WO or ͞Red͟ Bankston, 
but it comes as no surprise that the son of Leonard Garland – Leonard Garland Bryan, Jr, married a 
woman named Sue Bankston. 

Meanwhile Will Fritz refused every offer and opportunity for promotion to stay as Captain of Homicide 
and Robbery. 

On November 22, 1963, as Fritz was preparing to return to his office from the 6th floor of the Texas 
School Book Depository, he was summoned to Decker’s office. The details of that discussion have never 
been revealed or written about. Just prior to leaving for that meeting, Fritz had learned of Tippit’s death. 
Officially, he only learned that Oswald was arrested for that murder once he got back to his office, but 
Detective Brown testified that he had told Fritz over the phone while Fritz was still at the TSBD. 

The Hamiltons and the Markhams 

Bill Decker made his name largely on the back of the Bonnie and Clyde Gang. Our concern here though 
narrows in on two members of the gang, Ray and Floyd Hamilton. 

Helen Markham’s mother died when she was six and while her brothers went to an orphanage, she was 
taken in by an aunt – the mother of Ray and Floyd. She grew up to become an Oak Cliff waitress and 
divorced mother of five. In essence, she was raised as Ray and Floyd’s sister. Helen would be the star 
witness in the Tippit murder. 

One of her five children was James. 

As at November 22, 1963, James was on parole after serving time for burglary, as was William Smith 
who would become a reluctant Tippit witness, claiming he feared it would affect his parole – an utter 
nonsense possibly put forward only to hide the real reason. Another Tippit witness was Jimmy Burt who 
was with Smith and was AWOL from the army. 

Ray Hamilton had been arrested by Decker and was executed on May 10, 1935. Floyd on the other hand, 
was released on parole in 1958 thanks largely to the efforts of Bill Decker, Dallas Morning News 
reporter, Harry McCormick, and WO Bankston, and was eventually given federal and state pardons by 
LBJ and John Connolly respectively. 

Decker would almost certainly know the Markham family. 

The B Grade movie meme that played out for public consumption was that of the hardened prisoner 
who is ͞pen-pals͟ with a God-fearing female and receives a visit from the leader of her church. The 
hardened criminal finds religion and is eventually released on parole thanks to a civic-minded Sheriff, 
reporter and businessmen who believe in helping prisoners who have been rehabilitated. And of course, 
the reformed criminal goes on to help reform other parolees to help stop the criminal cycle. 

That story takes a more surreal turn when it is revealed that the church leader in question was one 
Wallie Amos Criswell, Southern Baptist firebrand, and leader of the Mega First Baptist Church of 
Dallas. Criswell created the Religious Right in the Big D and was a silent partner to the Klan in the fight 
against integration, alcohol, blasphemy, and Catholicism. Such was the power of Criswell and his pulpit 
on the collective psyche that every kid and his date, regardless of religious denomination would stop 
in at the First Baptist Church prior to going to the movies to be told what Jesus would and would not 
permit. 



Where’s Wallie? Wallie was everywhere – not least of all in your head. 

Tippit’s alleged movements on Nov 22, 1963 

This is based on the research of Bill Drenas who attempted to trace Tippit’s movements in the lead-up to 
his death. 

Dobbs House 10:00 AM 
In Drenas’ original essay, he had Tippit at Dobbs House at about 10:00 AM on the morning of the 
assassination, based on the FBI interview with Dobbs House waitress Mary Ada (spelled ͞Adda͟ in the 
FBI report) Dowling. The problem is that what Dowling told the FBI was that Tippit had been in Dobbs 
House on Wednesday, November 20 at the same time as a person she thought to be Oswald, and then 
later said that Tippit was usually there for a coffee each morning at 10:00 AM or shortly thereafter. In 
other words, she said nothing specifically about Tippit being there on Friday morning at 10 AM. Indeed, 
Drenas would later locate a mark out record showing that Tippit was on a Signal Code 4 between 9:56 
AM and 10:17 AM at 2800 East Illinois Ave which was the location of the Aluminum Screen 
Manufacturing Company. A signal Code 4 officially meant that an officer was ͞out on investigation͟. The 

dispatcher on duty at the time, Murray Jackson however, gave a more nuanced definition. According to 
Murray, a Signal Code 4 was used for ͞non-specific͟ actions that would result in the officer being away 
from the police radio because said officer ͞wants or needs to do something͟. 

Gloco Gas Station, 1502 North Zangs 12:45 PM – 1:00 
According to Drenas, former FBI agent William Turner tracked down 5 witnesses to Tippit being at the 
Gloco Gas Station between 12:45 PM and 1: 00 PM on the day of the assassination. This was for a 1966 
Ramparts article. These witnesses were photographer Al Volkland and his wife, Lou, and Gloco 
employees Tom Mullins, Emmett Hollingshead and JB ͞Shorty͟ Lewis. According to the witnesses, Tippit 
appeared to be watching the traffic coming over the Houston St viaduct for about 10 minutes or so 
before ͞tearing off͟ down Lancaster. 

The problems with this story are many. 

1. It is not explained how Turner found these witnesses. 
2. All 5 witnesses claimed to know Tippit – yet this gas station was not near his home, nor was it in 

his assigned patrol area. 
3. The police radio logs show he called in his location as ͞about Keist and Bonnie View ͟at 12:45 

PM. This was within his assigned area and is about 5 miles from the Gloco. At 12:54, he gave his 
location as Lancaster and Eighth. 

4. Calling in false locations to cover being outside your assigned area would seem foolhardy. What 
if an emergency occurred within a block of the called location, and the dispatcher, believing that 
to be his location, sends him to deal with it? How is he going to explain the length of time it 
takes him to get there? 

5. Drenas asserts that there is no indication that any of these 5 witnesses were ever interviewed by 
any investigative body. This is not true. Both Mullins and Lewis were interviewed, along with 
another employee, James Sutton – Mullins on Feb 10, 1964 and the other two a week later. 

6. The interviews were conducted because of information received to the effect that both Ruby 
and Oswald had been customers of the station in the past. 

7. The information had come from the Austin brother of Bill Winter of Minnesota who was looking 
for the site of the assassination. Winter had taken a wrong road and pulled into the Gloco for 
directions. He was told about Ruby and Oswald being customers during that discussion. 



8. It was obvious from the interviews of the employees, that the Gloco, with its mix of local and 
intra and interstate customers, was to the Dallas assassination rumor industry what Mary was to 
typhoid. 

9. None of the three admitted remembering Winter. However, they did indicate that they had 
many people stopping for directions to Dealey Plaza. All three also denied that Oswald was a 
customer, while agreeing that Ruby had been. 

10. Most important of all – none took the opportunity to tell the FBI that Tippit had been to the 
station acting like a lookout shortly before he was killed. 

The story picked up by Turner and pursued since by others is no more than a classic example of good ol’ 
boy Texan story telling. They wanted to be helpful to all those nice authors to the point that they even 
gratuitously threw in that Tippit ͞tore off͟ in the direction of Ruby’s apartment - and those nice authors 
reciprocated by asking none of the hard questions – starting with how did they all knew Tippit when he 
did not live or work in that area, and why not one of them contacted authorities with this important 
information – information they knew full well would be important if true – hence the specific mention of 
Tippit heading in Ruby’s direction. 

The Top 1 0 Phone Call 
In summary, the two witnesses here, store owner Dub Stark and sales assistant Louis Cortinas claimed 
that Tippit came rushing into the store and asked to use the phone – something they claimed he had 
done a few times in the past. He was in such a hurry that he pushed past customers. The call however, 
seemed to go unanswered as he let it ring 8 to 10 times before hanging up and rushing out. Cortinas 
stated he watched Tippit go to his car parked on Bishop Ave and run a stop sign turning onto Sunset. 

In part 3 of Drena’s article on Tippi’s movements, he lists all the objections he had received concerned 
Tippit’s alleged stop at the Top 10. We will go through them here: 

 Cortinas could not have seen if Tippit’s squad car was parked on Bishop. 

Drenas found that this was true but that Cortinas surmised that it was parked on Bishop from 
watching the direction in which Tippit walked and the direction from in which his car came. 

My comment: Possible. 

 Cortinas could not have seen Tippit run a stop sign and turn onto Sunset from behind the 
counter. 

Drenas found this was possible by looking through the windows of cars that would otherwise 
block the view. 

My comment: Possible but may be stretching credulity. 

 Tippit had to have left the Top Ten more than 10 minutes before it was announced on the radio 
that a police officer was killed. 

Drenas gives this a free pass on the basis that time perception is extremely subjective and on 
the basis that ͞we will probably never know the exact time that Tippit left the Top Ten or the 
exact moment he was killed. ͟

My comment: Drenas is correct about time perception. But he makes a logical error after that by 
assuming the thing under question (Tippit being in the Top Ten) is true in order to help cloud a 
timing issue tied to the very questioning of its truthfulness. It is also false that we cannot get 
close to accurate on the time that Tippit was shot.  We have Helen Markham, an eyewitness 
who shows the murder happened prior to 1:06 because she was on her way to catch a bus due 



at that time. There is also a police supplementary report that gave the time of death as 1:00 but 
was altered to read 1:15. The Death Certificate meanwhile claims he was injured at 1:18 and 
died at 1:15. But it does not end there. There is a Secret Service document dated December 1, 
1963, which has a timeline based on ͞information available͟. It goes on to say ͞these sequences 
are to be checked against the radio reports (police dispatch) here. The timing seems to compare 
favorably with times given in other official reports. The flight (of Oswald) and timing are as 
follows: 

At the bottom of the time-line, it states, ͞On November 22, 1963, at approximately 1: 00 PM, 
police patrolman JD Tippit of the Dallas Police Department was killed by Lee Harvey Oswald. ͟ 
Despite this, the previous amounts of time allotted for each segment of alleged travel, gets 
Oswald to the Tippit murder site no sooner than approximately 1:13 PM. The Secret Service was 
claiming Oswald killed Tippit twice within the space of 15 minutes. Either we are looking at the 
start of the Zombie Apocalypse, or some seriously rigged/flawed evidence. The Secret Service 
got around the dilemma by issuing a memo a few days later with the same information, but 
minus any reference to Tippit being killed at ͞approximately 1:00 PM͟. 

Ironically, the most reliable evidence for the timing comes from an unreliable eyewitness to the 
murder; the aforementioned Helen Markham, because the single verifiable thing she stated was 
what time her bus was due. 

But Markham was not alone. There was another witness who put the time at about 1:00 PM – 
Frank Cimino. 

 

 
 The Top Ten was too far from Tippit’s patrol district for Tippit to use a telephone there whilst on 

duty. 

Drenas relies on various other officers to declare that there were times when officers were 
called upon to cover neighboring patrol districts and that this may have provided opportunity in 
the past to use the phone at the Top Ten. 

My comment: Using the Attorney General’s Tippit file, the closest Drenas was able to place 
Tippit to the Top Ten over the previous years was 1.5 miles. I am certain Tippit’s own patrol 
area had shops and phone booths he could utilize if needed for calls. 



The fact that it was said that Tippit did not have his partner with him is also somewhat telling. According 
to Officer McDonald, Tippit had no partner when working in daylight hours – no one did unless they had 
a trainee, and according to McDonald, Tippit was not a designated trainer. It is unlikely that the Top Ten 
was open at night, so whoever it was who would come in there to use the phone, it could not have been 
Tippit – it was someone who regularly had a trainee with him. It is noted the first police officer at the 
scene of the Tippit murder was reserve sergeant and part-time professional cowboy, Kenneth Croy. 
Croy’s testimony may well indicate if any officer made a phone call from the Top Ten, it was very likely 
him. That testimony is reproduced below: 

Mr. CROY. No. I was standing at the scene, and there had been several reports. One, that he, of 
course, they said that the killer did go into a church, which was in sight of where they were at. 
And another report, that he had gone into the library over on Jefferson. And they had all, most of 
the officers except maybe one or two had left the scene where Tippit was killed and gone to the 
spot. And as I got ready to leave, there was another report that he ran into the Texas Theatre, a 
man fitting Oswald's description had ran into the Texas Theatre. 

Mr. GRIFFIN. That was about the time you got into the automobile? 
Mr. CROY. Just as I was fixing to leave. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Did you have your police radio on in your car? 
Mr. CROY. Yes. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. So you drove over there by the--near the theatre? 
Mr. CROY. Well, I drove on up 10th Street. I believe it was 10th Street. On up to Zangs, and when 
I got to Zangs, took a left, and at the end of Zangs, at the corner of Zangs and Jefferson, it is just 
a block away, I could see them rushing out to the front and the back. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. What did you do as you saw them rushing out? 
Mr. CROY. They had more help than they needed, so I went on. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Did you continue to listen to your police radio? 
Mr. CROY. Yes. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Did you hear anything more over the radio about what happened? 
Mr. CROY. No. I only had channel 1 on my radio. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. How far a drive is it from the Texas Theatre to where you live? 
Mr. CROY. About 3 miles. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. How long does it take to drive that distance? 
Mr. CROY. About 10 minutes. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Did you actually see these men rushing into the Texas Theatre from your 
automobile? 
Mr. CROY. No. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. How did you know they were going into the, men were rushing into the theatre just 
as you went by? 
Mr. CROY. There were three cars in the back and about three in the front, and there wasn't 
nobody in them. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. You drove right by the front of the theatre? 
Mr. CROY. I drove within a block, but it is a big, wide street there, and there is an alley and 
nothing on the other side of the street, parking lots. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. How many cars could you see there? 
Mr. CROY. I would say there were two or three in the back and two or three in the front, plus 
another on the way. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Well, now, the street that you took, did that go by the front or the back of the 
theatre? 



Mr. CROY. It didn't go by either one of them. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Which street was that? 
Mr. CROY. Zangs. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. How many blocks is it from the theatre? 
Mr. CROY. One. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. What street is the theatre on? 
Mr. CROY. Jefferson. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. What street does it back on to? 
Mr. CROY. It backs into an alley. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Into the alley? 
Mr. CROY. Yes. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. How many feet would you say that Jefferson or the Texas Theatre is from Zangs? 
Mr. CROY. I don't know. I would say not a very long block. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Now, when you were driving up Zangs, I take it you were driving away from town? 
Mr. CROY. South. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. South on Zangs at Jefferson? 
Mr. CROY. Yes. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Did you continue south? 
Mr. CROY. I continued south. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. How did you proceed to your home from there? 
Mr. CROY. Well, I didn't go home. I went to eat. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Where did you go to eat? 
Mr. CROY. Austin Barbecue. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Where is that located? 
Mr. CROY. On the corner of Hampton and Illinois. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. How did you get to Hampton and Illinois? 
Mr. CROY. From Zangs to Illinois. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Then what direction? 
Mr. CROY. West. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Is that left or right? 
Mr. CROY. It is a right. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Then how far up Illinois to Hampton? 
Mr. CROY. Oh, I would say a long ways. It is a good stretch. Zangs Place is about the 300 or 400 
block and Illinois intersects at about the 2100 or 2200 block. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. How far driving was it from the Texas Theatre to this place that you had dinner or 
lunch? 
Mr. CROY. Well, it is about three-quarters of a mile from my house, so it is 3 miles from there, so 
about 2 1/3 miles. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Now, from the diner what route did you drive to your house? 
Mr. CROY. Straight up Illinois, west on Illinois. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Is your house on Illinois? 
Mr. CROY. Yes. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Do you know what time you arrived at the diner? 
Mr. CROY. No; I don't. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Did you see anybody there that you knew? 
Mr. CROY. My wife. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Did you have an appointment to meet your wife there? 
Mr. CROY. Yes. 



Mr. GRIFFIN. What time was your appointment? 
Mr. CROY. Well, I saw her downtown and I was supposed to have gone right straight over 
there. I was supposed to have gone by my mother's, and I got detoured down at Tippit, and I 
was a little bit late, and she was a little mad. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Do you recall what time you were supposed to meet her? 
Mr. CROY. No; I just saw her downtown, and we were going to eat. She was in her car. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Where did you see her downtown? Where were you and she when you saw each 
other? 
Mr. CROY. At the courthouse. She pulled up beside me. I asked if anybody needed me there, 
and they said, "No," and here she comes and I said, "Do you want to get something to eat?" 
And she said, "Yes." 
Mr. GRIFFIN. You said you would be right there? 
Mr. CROY. I was going to change my uniform and my clothes were over at my mother's and 
dad's. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. So then as you drove out to change your clothes, what did you do? Did you hear 
something? How did you happen to get over to Tippit's place on the way home? 
Mr. CROY. I was on the corner of Zangs and Colorado on my way to my mother's and dad's house 
at that particular time. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Why were you going to change your clothes at your mother's and dad's house? 
Did you live at your mother's and dad's house at that particular time? 
Mr. CROY. Yes. I did for about that 2 weeks. 

It appears that Croy was running late to meet his wife due to the Tippit murder and may have stopped 
at the Top Ten to try and contact her to let her know he wouldn’t be much longer. Since no one 
apparently answered, she most likely had already left to go to the agreed meeting spot at the court 
house. This would explain why the officer tore off in such a hurry. There is no wrath quite like the wrath 
of a wife kept waiting by a delinquent cowboy. His living at his parents’ place for a short period may also 
indicate that the marriage was on the rocks and this meeting for lunch was an attempt at smoothing 
things out. In this scenario, we have to accept that the witnesses mistook Croy for Tippit although they 
may have been close on the timing, having claimed it was about 10 minutes prior to Tippit’s murder 
being announced through the media. If they did get the timing right, as previously noted, it could not 
have been Tippit. 

The Tippit Scene Wallet 

Everyone wants to use this wallet to support their own theory. To those who support the Lone Nut line, 
the wallet found at the scene belonged to Tippit. To those who support Oswald as assassin in a foreign- 
led conspiracy, it was Oswald’s wallet and therefore proof that he shot Tippit, to others still, it was a 
throw-down as part of a frame against Oswald and his true wallet was taken from him in the squad car 
after his arrest – just as the arresting officers claimed. 

The two who would claim that this was Oswald’s wallet and that it contained both Oswald and Hidell ID, 
were police reserve sergeant, Kenneth Croy and FBI agent Bob Barrett. Neither man wrote any report or 
gave sworn testimony about this wallet, nor did Captain Westbrook, who was the officer who allegedly 
talked about it to Barrett by asking if he knew of any criminal elements named Lee Oswald or Alek 
Hidell. 

According to Croy, a civilian handed him the wallet and he passed it onto Westbrook. According to 
Barrett, Westbrook found the wallet near a pool of blood. According to civilian witnesses, there was no 
wallet left on the ground at the time they arrived (recall that they arrived at the spot before any police). 



WFAA cameraman, Ron Reiland took film of the wallet being examined by police. He later went back to 
the studio and provided audio for his footage as it was aired. He described the wallet as belonging to 
Tippit. He also described one of the witnesses as being ͞interrogated͟ by police. 

The most likely scenario comes from the most unlikely source; David von Pein. DVP is a self-appointed 
Warren Commission defender. As such, he is prone to contort evidence he does not like so that it can be 
͞debunked͟ while at the same time, sing the virtues of the evidence held aloft by the authorities. If the 
idea is simply to debunk, or play down conspiracy evidence, it does not follow that all such evidence 
needs to be ͞contorted͟ or lied about in order to achieve that goal. Simply put, a lot of the so-called 
evidence on both sides of the picket fence can be debunked without resort to chicanery. This is a good 
example. 

Witness Ted Callaway had taken Tippit’s pistol and talked taxi driver William Scoggins into joining him in 
pursuit of the killer. On return, the pistol was given to Croy and he handed it over to detectives. It was 
scoggins who was the subject of the interrogation described by Reiland and there can be little doubt 
that the police would want to check his ID as part of that.  It seems that Croy and civilian witnesses had 
been fooled by Callaway’s derring-do into believing that he was a detective. When he returned with 
Scoggins, t was at first thought that Scoggins had bee the driver of the killer, 

The later stories were just more of the same pushing of Oswald as Hidell. Former FBI analyst, Farris 
Rookstool’s who is one who pushes that the wallet did belonged to Oswald, has theorized that the 
arresting police lied about finding a wallet on Oswald in order cover up for so many police handling it. 
Calling this theory a stretch would not be unkind. What can be said about Rookstool’s theory is that had 
Oswald’s wallet with ID been found at the murder site, whether or not it was a throw-down, both names 
would have been radioed in and broadcast for pickup, and police dispatched to the only address in the 
wallet – 602 Elspeth – after all, it was just a half mile from the murder scene… 

Detective Potts 

Potts gave hearsay evidence to the Warren Commission that Tippit was killed while answering a 
disturbance call. 

Mr. POTTS. When I was walking across the street there, I parked my car over at the Scottish Rite 
parking lot there and it's the Masonic lot and when I come across the street there at Commerce 
and Harwood this officer on the corner there said, "Did you hear about Tippit getting killed?" I 
said, "No; I didn't hear about that." He said, "Yes; I understand he got killed on a disturbance 
call over in Oak Cliff." That's the first I had heard about Tippit and when I got to the office, I 
walked in and Baker told me, "We have some people here from the Texas School Book 
Depository--there are four or five of them back there," and he said, "Would you go back there 
and take some affidavits from them?" 

In police jargon, a ͞disturbance call͟ is a call to private or public space where there is a threat to public 
safety and welfare which may include but is not limited to, the brandishing of a weapon, assault, 
battery, riot or unlawful assembly. 

This evidence is supported by someone who lived in the neighborhood where Tippit was killed and was 
interviewed by Prof. Bill Pulte on condition of anonymity. According to Prof. Pulte, the information 
provided was very accurate on other points. On this particular matter, Pulte quotes his source as saying 
͞If you are planning to do more research on Tippit, you should find out about a fight that took place at 
12th and Marsalis a few minutes before Tippit was killed. ͟A fight would certainly qualify as a 
͞disturbance͟. 

Decker, Bankston and Hamilton 



To reiterate, Decker is said to have got Bankston started in Dallas with a job. Continuing that cycle, 
Bankston gave Hamilton a helping hand by employing him as his head of security at his car dealership at 
night, while in the daylight hours, he (Hamilton) would help young parolees stay on the straight and 
narrow, eventually forming the non-profit Con Aid, Inc. In a 1966 story in the Abilene Times, he claimed 
to have helped 29 males and 2 females in getting their lives back together in the past couple of years. 
History will show however that his cousin, James Markham was not one of them, despite being a young 
parolee in need of guidance. Instead, Markham died in Huntsville prison in 2008, and is buried there in 
Captain Joe Byrd Cemetery, in what is essentially, a pauper’s grave. 

Conclusions 

 Today, JD Tippit would never have been able to serve on a police force, if only due to what 
would be recognized now as Post Traumatic Stress Disorder – though there are probably other 
factors which would also impinge on his chances pf being hired. 

 The circumstances surrounding the meeting and blossoming friendship of Decker and Bankston 
are questionable. 

 The Bankston brothers were involved in the movement of stolen goods and cars and were 
paying off high ranking law enforcement officials, including Decker and Fritz. This is why Fritz 
refused all offers of promotion. 

 Hamilton was hired by Bankston to act as a kind of Fagin figure to the local street gangs who 
were the regular sources of stolen goods and cars in Oak Cliff. 

 On November 22, 1963, JD Tippit did respond to a ͞disturbance callout͟ on the 400 block of East 
10th Street in Oak Cliff. The previously mentioned hearsay evidence testified to by Det. Potts 
that Tippit was on a disturbance call at the time he was shot, is further supported by a 1967 
interview conducted by Eddie Barker of CBS with Murray Jackson, the police radio dispatcher. 
The interview was part of the CBS Warren Report investigation. 

 

 Those familiar with the case may, in the first instance, jump to the conclusion as I did, that this 
call was the one from Barbara Davis regarding the Tippit shooting. But Barbara testified that she 
told them that ͞a policeman had been shot͟, while her sister Virginia testified that Barbara had 
said that there had been ͞a murder out in front of our house.͟ Either way, it exceeds a mere 
͞disturbance͟. Moreover, Murray goes on to say that he attempted to get ahold of Tippit after 
receiving that call-sheet but claims he got no response. He then got the call from a citizen using 
an unknown police radio and again tried to contact Tippit on the basis that he was the only cop 
in Oak Cliff (Nelson had been ordered there as well, but apparently ignored the order). In 1967, 
it seems Murray let the cat out of the bag. He got a call-sheet on a disturbance and radioed 
Tippit to respond to it. Tippit did and was shot and killed as a result. 



 Tippit was not at the Gloco Gas Station watching traffic coming across from downtown, nor did 
he go into the Top Ten to make a phone call. If any officer was at the Gloco, it would have been 
RC Nelson. If anyone made a call at the Top Ten, it would have been Kenneth Croy. 

 No wallet was found at the Tippit scene. The wallet being scrutinized in the Weiland footage 
belonged to witness Scoggins. These facts combined make it unlikely that Tippit was a witting 
or unwitting part of the plot. 

 The likely killer was a member of one of the local criminal gangs, which included James 
Markham and another young parolee named William Smith. Smith would become a reluctant 
witness in the Tippit slaying. A third possible member was Jimmy Burt who was with Smith at 
the time of Tippit’s murder and who was AWOL from the Army. These gangs operated with the 
help of Floyd Hamilton, WO Bankston, and corrupt officials such as Bill Decker and Will Fritz. 

 Decker summoned Fritz to his office after Tippit’s death to tell him that all traces of the 
disturbance call Tippit had responded to should be made to disappear, and that Helen Markham 
would be a cooperative witness pointing the finger at the man in custody (Oswald). This cover- 
up was all about protecting a revenue stream. 

 Any claim that police would not frame an innocent man and let a police killer go free is defeated 
by the case portrayed in The Thin Blue Line where Dallas police did frame an innocent man for 
the murder of an officer because the real killer was too young to face the electric chair. 

 Any claim that it is too coincidental for JFK and Tippit to be killed so close together in time and 
place for there not to be a connection, is defeated by the fact the police radio logs show other 
callouts on fights and accidents. Life happens and doesn’t pause for everyone in reverence to a 
slain president. 
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